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Abstract

Most recent studies on India and China generally focus on the aggregate economy or sector-wide performance using data available in national currency units. Therefore, their results cannot answer industry-specific questions that are important to assessing industrial policies against the background of policy shifts. Besides, their results are necessarily affected by relative price level differences and dynamics across industries. To address these problems, this study constructs detailed industry-level input and output time series for both countries and estimate production-side purchasing power parities (PPPs) to convert output and capital stock aggregates in the two countries into compatible values. Specifically, it compares the levels of real output, capital-labour ratio and total factor productivity in individual industries between the two countries, investigates the time profiles of these important indicators, and using China as the base country identifies industries in India that have experienced better productivity performance over, fast catch up with, or have been overtaken by their Chinese counterparts.

Our main findings show that for the manufacturing sector as a whole, labour productivity and total factor productivity (TFP) in India had been above the level in China for most of the study period prior to 2000 and it is only since 2000 we find the TFP level in China to be above that of India. A distinguishing feature of these results is that the high levels of labour productivity are indeed driven by high levels of capital intensity. However, in India this was accompanied by increase in marginal product of capital (MPK) prior to China joined WTO. In recent years, MPK in labour intensive industries stopped rising and in producer goods industries declined. By contrast, capital deepening in Chinese was associated with a significant decline in MPK, not only in producer goods but also in consumer good industries that have contributed significantly to China’s export-led growth, implying inefficient investment and accumulated production capacity.
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